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Abstract- As neutralization is a chemical process of acid base reaction in an aqueous solution in which pH value is
7.0 is presented. Basically pH is scaling within the range values 1 to 14. Acid-base reaction is carried out in CSTR
and pH is controlled and maintained at 7.0, so as neutralization takes place. Therefore maintain and controlling of
pH value is equal to 7.0 gives chemically great significant important. Above and below of this pH value acid–base
aqueous solution shows characteristic chemical reactivity. In view of this, laboratory scale CSTR is fabricated, PID
(Proportional Integral and Derivative) is developed, which is used to control the CSTR in which acid-base reaction
takes place and make it more stable with respect to any environmental disturbances. From view of the neutralization
point, pH is so controlled and maintained precisely by the PID. The PID control loop depends up on the three
constants proportionality, integral, and derivative. The controlling stability of CSTR is made by various auto-tuning
methods of PID. Set of readings of on line CSTR control are carried out, the process control results are shown
graphically and conclusion is extracted accordingly.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Neutralization is a chemically acid base reaction
in an aqueous solution. Acidity or basicity can be
measured by means of scaling factor, which is known
as pH scale or pH value. Basically pH is scaling
within the range from 1 to 14. It is just possible to
differentiate between neutral, acidic and basic
solutions (aqueous) on the basics of pH value. For
neutral solutions pH = 7.0, acidic solutions pH < 7.0
and basic solutions
pH > 7.0. When pH value of
the of the aqueous solution is 7.0 then acid base
reaction is said to be neutralize and overall process
is called neutralization process [1].
In many chemical process industries like Refining
industries, Waste Water Plant, Digestion Process,
Biochemical Processes and Mechanical Engine's
Coolant system, pH value has great importance. pH
measurement and controlling is extensively used for
1) Quality control of the product and its uniformility.
2) Corrosion inhibition where pH monitoring is used
in congestion with oxygen control to minimize
corrosion in high pressure boilers and other water
streams
3) Effluent pH controlled by neutralization of liquid
discharge in to public streams.

Hence it is very necessary to control it within the
processes to obtain the good quality processes output
[2]. Controlling the pH value is a challenging
problem mainly because of the uncertainty and nonlinearity in nature. The most difficult part of the
realization of a nonlinear control is to obtain a
mathematical model. In view of overall said problem
of precisely controlling the pH, a laboratory scale
Continuous Stirred Tank Reactor (CSTR) with
necessary electronic interfacing units are fabricated
and developed.
PID controller [3] is also developed and used to
control the pH. PID controller is capable to
stabilizing process at any set point by using a
mathematical function in the form of control
algorithm. Auto tuning of PID is incorporated in
CSTR. The test runs are carried out, data is collected
from the process. Process controllability is studied
graphically.
2.

PROCESS DETAILS
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Complete prototype laboratory scale Continuous
Stirred Tank Reactor (CSTR) is as shown in Fig. (1).
The reactor has two inlets and one outlet. One input
stream is of acetic acid (HC2H3O2) and other of
sodium hydroxide (NaOH). The flow rate of acetic
acid is maintained constant, while the controller
manipulates flow rate of the sodium hydroxide. Due
to the incomplete dissociation of acetic acid in water
and the equilibrium reaction with sodium acetate, the
system will behave like the buffer solution of varying
pH from 4.0 to11.0 [1] and it depends on the flow
rate, concentrations of the incoming solutions and
room temperature. The CSTR is controlled using the
digital PID controller. The controller is supervised
by a personal computer, which also helps in data
acquisition. A mechanical stirrer can achieve
uniform mixing of solutions in the CSTR. The pH in
the CSTR can be maintained at a specific set-point by
manipulating the control valve on the base stream.
3.

K and Kc are the controller gains,
Ti is the integral or reset time,
Td is the derivative or rate time.
The auto tuning of PID controller was
carried out using closed loop tuning method. Process
characteristics were measured and optimum values of
Kc, Ti and Td were obtained. The final settings for Kc
and Ti were used 2.5 and 200 seconds for the test run.
Derivative time Td was set to zero.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To obtain the quality results, initially the pH process
is controlled with a PI controller. Further, PID
controller was designed using Ziegler-Nichols closed
loop method. In this method controller setting are
based on the conditions that generate the loop of the
process. Auto tuning [14] results of PID controller in
real time run setup is graphically shown in Fig. 2.

PID CONTROL ALGORITHM

PID Control (proportional, integral and
derivative) is so far widest type of automatic
controller used in industry. In this case PID controller
is used to stabilize the process with respect to setpoint at 7.0 or around the 7.0 so that, it has a
relatively simple algorithm [10,14]
As PID controllers are still, most widely used in
industry, it is worthwhile to compare the performance
of CSTR with them. The velocity form of discrete
PID controller algorithm can be written as,
Äu(k) = Kc[e(k)-e(K-1)] + (T/2Ti)[e(K) + e(K1)]+Td/T[e(K)-2e(K-1)+e(K-2)] ………(1)
Where, [14]
T is sampling time,
Äu(k) is the increment of control
input,
e(K) is the performance error at the
sampling instant,
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Time

Fig. 2. Auto Tuning PID Control of pH
The graph of pH versus Time (second) shows that,
the experiment is performed at an operating set-point
point of 8.0 (pH value) and for final setting values of
Kp, Ti and Td are 15, 2 second , 2 second
respectively .
4.

SETPOINT TRACKING

The set point tracking performance of PID controller
is tested using a non-constant disturbance. Fig.(3)
shows that set-point tracking performance of PID
controller for various set points, 8.0, 10.0 and 7.5
of pH value.
The disturbance rejection performance is
also observed and studied for non-constant
disturbance to obtain the conclusion, which is as
shown in fig.(4). From fig.(4), for providing nonconstant disturbances the acid flow is decreased by
an amount of 30 % at t = 0 second. The flow rate of
acid is maintained at t = 99 sec. From graphical Fig.
(3) and Fig.(4) controller performance can be studied
and shows good results of real time CSTR control
system using

PID controller. It also gives better results than the PI
controller.
5.

CONCLUSION

The overall performance of PI and PID of
controllability of pH (nonlinear system) process in a
CSTR system has been gives better performance. The
PID controller of CSTR control system works well,
compared with properly tuned PI controller with
respect to set-point tracking and disturbance
rejection. Process work on real time state and hence
gives better results against the other environmental
disturbance conditions. Dead time complication also
be self controlled at the pH neutralization stage in
the CSTR. This is the unique system which gives
exact neutralization of CSTR of strong acid
(HC2H3O2) and weak base (NaOH) reaction in real
time process. Finally, CSTR control system
developed may be most suitable and applicable to the
large scale Process Industries in which pH require
to be controlled.
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Fig (3) Set-point Tracking of PID Controller
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Fig.(4) Non-constant Disturbance Rejection
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